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Attendees

§ 24,700 people attended the event across three days.

§ On average, local attendees spent $111 per day, while visiting 
attendees spent $186 per day.

Direct Spending

§ In total, $4.2 million in attendee and production spending took place 
in the City of Redondo Beach, while $4.7 million took place within the 
South Bay (including Redondo).

Key Findings
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Redondo Beach Impacts
§ Total impact: $5.6 million in output, $2.7 million in wages and benefits, 

and 63 jobs.
§ $86,600 in tax revenue impacts throughout Redondo Beach.
§ $49,500 in transient occupancy taxes (TOT).
§ $80,000 in taxes paid directly to the City of Redondo Beach.

South Bay Impacts
§ Total impact: $6.6 million in output, $3.1 million in wages and benefits, 

and 73 jobs.
§ $106,500 in tax revenue impacts throughout the South Bay. 
§ $75,000 in transient occupancy taxes (TOT).

Key Findings (cont.)
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This presentation shows the preliminary results for the economic and 
fiscal impact analysis of the first annual BeachLife Festival, which took 
place May 3-5, 2019, at the Seaside Lagoon in Redondo Beach, 
California.
The results show the economic and fiscal impacts that occurred during 
the year 2019, on the economies of the following regions:

§ City of Redondo Beach

§ South Bay: (El Segundo, Hermosa Beach, Manhattan Beach, Redondo Beach, 

Palos Verdes)

In short, BeachLife generated a significant amount of economic and 
fiscal activity, supported many jobs and generated tax revenues that 
support local government activities.

Project Summary
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§ Beacon used an expenditure approach to model spending activity at the 
BeachLife Festival, treating expenditures by attendees and organizers as inputs 
to the IMPLAN economic impact model.

§ The IMPLAN Economic Impact Model estimates the overall impact of the 
BeachLife Music Festival as the sum of direct, indirect, and induced impacts:

—Direct Impact refers to output, jobs, and income that are supported through the 
attendees’ and organizers’ direct expenditures.

—Indirect Impact refers to output, jobs, and income that are supported through vendors 
downstream of the vendors supported through direct impacts. An example of this would 
be building contractors purchasing goods for the project from the local economy. 

—Induced Impact refers to output, jobs, and income that are supported through the 
spending out of additional income earned by employees. These employees spend their 
earnings in the local economy on a variety of goods including housing, health care, food, 
and entertainment. 

Methodology
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§ Expenditure data was broken down by geographic region for attendees and the 
organizer. By doing this, Beacon was able to ensure that attendee expenditures 
were only capturing spending that was occurring at the event or at 
establishments within the City of Redondo Beach or the South Bay.

§ As a result, some of the expenditures made by attendees fell outside the regions 
of focus and were not included in this analysis.   

Methodology (cont.)
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Impact Study Illustration
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• Aside from locations 
outside the South Bay 
(“Other”), Redondo 
Beach was by far the 
most popular city where 
attendees stayed. 
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Where did Attendees Stay?
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Category Local Visitor

Accommodations $8.32 $57.66

Event Food & Beverage $58.56 $53.12

Other Food & Beverage $14.64 $26.56

Outside Entertainment $2.52 $4.82

Event Retail $4.00 $8.36

Other Retail $0.71 $1.47

Local Transport $22.66 $33.82

Total $111.39 $185.80

• On average, local 
attendees spent about 
$111 per day.

• Visiting attendees spent 
more, on average, at 
nearly $186 per day.

• The largest category of 
spending for locals was 
food and beverages 
($59/day) at the event.

• For visitors, 
accommodations ($58/day)
was the largest spending 
category.
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Average Attendee Spending

* Attendee spending does not include spending on tickets to the event.
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Category Redondo Beach South Bay

Accommodations $412,661 $647,097

Event Food & Beverage $1,194,435 $1,194,435

Other Food & Beverage $204,471 $320,632

Outside Entertainment $36,843 $57,774

Event Retail $160,443 $160,443

Other Retail $11,126 $17,446

Local Transport $268,657 $421,283

Total $2,288,636 $2,819,110

• In total, attendee spending 
accounted for nearly $2.3 
million within the City of 
Redondo Beach. 

• Over $2.8 million was 
spent by attendees within 
the South Bay economy.

• At $1.2 million, event food 
and beverage purchases 
was the largest spending 
category, making up 52%
of all purchases in 
Redondo, and 42% of 
purchases in the South 
Bay. 
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§ Organizers of the BeachLife Festival spent nearly 
$5 million producing the event. These 
expenditures included talent, marketing, 
operations, and production.

§ However, only a portion of these expenditures 
occurred in the City of Redondo Beach and the 
South Bay. For example, the talent sourced for 
the event came from all over the world.

§ After controlling for expenditures that went to 
entities outside the City of Redondo Beach and 
the South Bay, Beacon found that the organizer 
spent nearly $2 million producing the 2019 event.

Total Spending – Event/Production
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In summary, over $4.2 million was spent within Redondo Beach by attendees and 
the event organizers. This number grows to $4.7 million when considering the 
amount of spending within the South Bay.
This spending done by the attendees and event organizers is considered the 
direct impact of BeachLife.

Total Spending – Summary
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Region Attendees Event/Production Total Spending

Redondo Beach $2.3 million $1.9 million $4.2 million

South Bay $2.8 million $1.9 million $4.7 million
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After analyzing the various expenditure categories, Beacon found that BeachLife 
was responsible for roughly $5.6 million in total economic output in the City of 
Redondo Beach, which includes $4.2 million in direct impacts, $724,700 in 
indirect (supply chain-related) impacts, and $657,300 in induced (household-
related) impacts.

Results – Redondo Beach
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 53 $2,138,400 $4,210,000

Indirect Effect 5 $285,200 $724,700

Induced Effect 5 $233,400 $657,300

Total Effect 63 $2,657,000 $5,592,000

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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Furthermore, BeachLife supported 63 jobs throughout Redondo Beach, including 
53 jobs from direct impacts, 5 jobs from indirect impacts and 5 jobs from induced 
impacts.

Results – Redondo Beach
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 53 $2,138,400 $4,210,000

Indirect Effect 5 $285,200 $724,700

Induced Effect 5 $233,400 $657,300

Total Effect 63 $2,657,000 $5,592,000

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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BeachLife was also responsible for generating $2.7 million in employee 
compensation throughout Redondo Beach, of which $2.1 million was generated 
from direct impacts, $285,200 from indirect impacts, and $233,400 from induced 
impacts.

Results – Redondo Beach
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 53 $2,138,400 $4,210,000

Indirect Effect 5 $285,200 $724,700

Induced Effect 5 $233,400 $657,300

Total Effect 63 $2,657,000 $5,592,000

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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Finally, BeachLife was responsible for generating $86,590 in tax revenue impacts 
throughout Redondo Beach. This total included $42,900 in property taxes, 
$30,190 in sales taxes, and $13,500 in other taxes.
Furthermore, an estimated $49,500 in transient occupancy taxes (TOT) were 
generated in Redondo Beach, thanks to accommodations spending from 
attendees.

Results – Redondo Beach
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Impact Type Revenue

Property $42,900 

Sales $30,190 

Other $13,500 

Total $86,590 
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In addition to the taxes generated by BeachLife through its economic impacts, the 
event also paid $32,000 in licensing fees and $50,000 in municipal services 
directly to the city government. 

In total, BeachLife paid $80,000 directly to the City of Redondo Beach.  

Taxes Paid Directly to Redondo Beach
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Tax Type Directly Paid

Licensing Fees $30,000

Municipal Services $50,000

Total Directly Paid Taxes $80,000 
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BeachLife was responsible for about $6.6 million in total economic output in the 
South Bay, which includes $4.7 million in direct impacts, about $1.1 million in 
indirect impacts, and $900,000 in induced impacts.

Results – South Bay
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 60 $2,323,800 $4,668,400

Indirect Effect 6 $411,000 $1,051,600

Induced Effect 7 $323,400 $900,000

Total Effect 73 $3,058,200 $6,620,000

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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Furthermore, BeachLife supported 73 jobs throughout the South Bay, including 60 
jobs from direct impacts, 6 jobs from indirect impacts and 7 jobs from induced 
impacts.

Results – South Bay
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 60 $2,323,800 $4,668,400

Indirect Effect 6 $411,000 $1,051,600

Induced Effect 7 $323,400 $900,000

Total Effect 73 $3,058,200 $6,620,000

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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BeachLife was also responsible for generating nearly $3.1 million in employee 
compensation throughout the South Bay, of which $2.3 million was generated 
from direct impacts, $411,000 from indirect impacts, and $323,400 from induced 
impacts.

Results – South Bay
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 60 $2,323,800 $4,668,400

Indirect Effect 6 $411,000 $1,051,600

Induced Effect 7 $323,400 $900,000

Total Effect 73 $3,058,200 $6,620,000

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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Finally, BeachLife was responsible for generating $106,480 in tax revenue 
impacts throughout the South Bay. This total included $53,250 in property taxes, 
$37,540 in sales taxes, and $15,690 in other taxes.
Furthermore, an estimated $75,000 in TOT taxes were generated in the South 
Bay cities thanks to attendee accommodations spending. 

Results – South Bay
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Impact Type Revenue

Property $53,250 

Sales $37,540 

Other $15,690 

Total $106,480 

* Note: The South Bay’s fiscal impact includes Redondo Beach’s fiscal impacts.

City Total TOT Revenue

Redondo Beach $49,519 

Hermosa Beach $13,655 

Manhattan Beach $6,855 

Palos Verdes $3,839 

El Segundo $1,097 

Total $74,965 
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In conclusion, BeachLife 2019 had a significant economic and fiscal impact on 
these economies.

Results – Summary
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Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 60 $2,323,800 $4,668,400
Indirect Effect 6 $411,000 $1,051,600
Induced Effect 7 $323,400 $900,000
Total Effect 73 $3,058,200 $6,620,000

Impact Type Employment* Labor Income** Output

Direct Effect 53 $2,138,400 $4,210,000
Indirect Effect 5 $285,200 $724,700
Induced Effect 5 $233,400 $657,300
Total Effect 63 $2,657,000 $5,592,000

Redondo Beach

South Bay

* Annual equivalent of full & part-time employment. For example, 1 full-time job is assumed to work 2,080 hours in a standard year.
** All forms of employment income, including employee compensation (wages and benefits). 
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“BeachLife was a near-perfect first-year festival…” — Buzzbands

“In the increasingly competitive world of music festivals it can be hard to make an 
immediate splash. However, when your three headliners are Brian Wilson, Willie 
Nelson and Bob Weir, with Wolf Bros -- three Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame cultural 
icons -- you have a lineup that cannot be ignored.” — Forbes

“The inaugural gathering on Redondo Beach proved to be the perfect combination 
of timeless music, tasty local eats, coastal vibes, and a wide variety of 
accommodations to fit just about any budget.” - Live for Live Music

“....the best restaurant in the South Bay was [SideStage] at the BeachLife 
Festival.” — OC Register

Praise for BeachLife
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http://buzzbands.la/2019/05/06/beachlife-festival-2019-sunshine-simpatico-and-a-slew-of-hits/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevebaltin/2019/05/05/from-blink-182-to-brian-wilson-the-southern-california-beaches-are-alive-with-music/
https://liveforlivemusic.com/features/beachlife-festival-2019/
https://www.ocregister.com/2019/05/04/heres-why-the-best-restaurant-in-the-south-bay-was-at-the-beachlife-festival/
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This presentation is based on an economic analysis technique known as input-output (I-O) 
analysis, which is a means of examining inter-industry relationships within an economy. An I-O 
analysis captures all monetary market transactions between industries in a given time period, 
within a specified region. The results of the analysis allow for examinations of the effects of a 
change in one or several economic activities on an entire economy.

IMPLAN expands upon the traditional I-O approach to also include transactions between 
industries and institutions, and between institutions themselves, thereby capturing all monetary 
market transactions in a given time period. This specific report makes use of the IMPLAN V3 
model. For more information on the IMPLAN modeling process, visit IMPLAN.com

While IMPLAN provides an excellent framework for conducting impact analysis, Beacon 
Economics takes extra precautions to ensure model results are valid. Beacon carefully leverages 
its decades-worth of experience to tailor the model to the unique project driving each economic 
impact analysis the firm conducts. Procedures and assumptions are thoroughly and systematically 
inspected for validity and individual project appropriateness before any analysis is performed. 

About IMPLAN
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Economic impact analyses require thorough data collection to ensure the 
credibility of the model results. For this analysis, Beacon collaborated with 
BeachLife to craft an objective and transparent attendee survey according to a 
rigorous set of professional and statistical standards that ensure data quality and 
integrity, as well as respondent anonymity. Survey results were then analyzed and 
tested for validity by Beacon against a series of proprietary consumer spending-
related datasets. 

Beacon’s experience with conducting surveys of this nature, especially in regards 
to economic impact analysis research, is extensive and highly regarded by 
businesses and organizations across the state and nation. For specific examples 
and references, please visit our website at www.BeaconEcon.com

Data Collection & Survey Standards
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§ Direct Effects/Impacts: The set of 
expenditures made by the producers 
and/or consumers of an event, activity or 
policy. These expenditures are applied to 
the industry multipliers in an IMPLAN 
model, which result in further, secondary 
expenditures (known as the indirect and 
induced effects). 

§ Expenditures: The amount of money 
buyers pay to sellers in exchange for 
goods or services. 

§ Indirect Effects/Impacts: The set of 
expenditures made by local industries on 
goods and services from other local 
industries as a result of the direct effects. 
This cycle of spending works its way 
backward through the supply chain until 
all money ‘leaks’ from the local economy.

§ Induced Effects/Impacts: The set of 
expenditures made by local households 
on local goods and services as a result of 
increased labor income generated by the 
direct and indirect effects.  

§ Input-Output Analysis: A type of applied 
economic analysis that tracks the 
interdependence among various 
producing and consuming sectors of an 
economy.

§ Jobs (Employment): A job in IMPLAN is 
equal to the annual average of monthly 
jobs in that industry (this is the same 
definition used by the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistic and the U.S. Bureau of 
Economic Analysis – federal 
governmental statistical agencies that 
provide authoritative U.S. economic 
data). Thus, 1 job lasting 12 months is 
equal to 2 jobs lasting 6 months each, 
which is equal to 3 jobs lasting 4 months 
each. A job can be either full-time or part-
time.

§ Labor Income: All forms of employment 
income, including employee 
compensation (wages and benefits) and 
proprietor income.

§ Leakages: Expenditures, income, 
resources, or capital located outside the 
region of study. Because leakages do not 
affect local industries, they are not 
included in the economic impact results.

§ Multiplier Effect: In simple terms, the 
phenomenon of final increased spending 
resulting from some initial amount of 
spending.     

§ Output: The value of industry production. 
In IMPLAN, these are annual production 
estimates for the year of the data set and 

are in producer prices. For 
manufacturers, this is sales plus/minus 
changes in inventory. For service sectors, 
production is equal to sales. For retail and 
wholesale trade, output is equal to gross 
margin (not gross sales).

§ Total Effect/Impact: The entire economic 
impact of an event, activity, or policy, 
found by combining the direct, indirect, 
and induced impacts.

§ Fiscal Impact: Tax revenues generated 
at the federal, state, and local level. 
These expenditures are included in the 
total impact as government expenditures. 

Glossary of Terms
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Founded in 2007, Beacon Economics, an LLC and certified Small Business Enterprise (SBE) with the state of California, is an independent 
research and consulting firm dedicated to delivering accurate, insightful, and objectively-based economic analysis. Leveraging unique 
proprietary models, vast databases, and sophisticated data processing, the company’s specialized practice areas include sustainable 
growth and development, real estate market analysis, economic forecasting, industry analysis, economic policy analysis, and economic 
impact studies. Beacon Economics equips its clients with the data and analysis required to understand the significance of on-the-ground 
realities and to make informed business and policy decisions.

Expertise in Economic Impact Analysis

Beacon Economics has conducted multiple comprehensive analyses that have provided reliable and quantifiable data about the economic 
impacts generated by organizations and events around the U.S., including:

§ Decommissioning of the San Onofre Nuclear Generation Station (SONGS) 

§ Toyota Grand Prix of Long Beach

§ University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

§ City of Los Angeles – Bid for the 2024 Olympic Games

§ Electric Daisy Carnival

By combining production and attendee-related spending information with current frameworks for studying economic impacts, Beacon 
Economics estimates the amount of economic activity generated in local and broader economies. Examples and references for these past 
projects help to demonstrate our firm’s confidence and expertise in producing objective, insightful results for our clients. These will be made 
available upon request.

About Beacon Economics
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